A real tunneling has a certain width. All step edges of a surface appear expanded in the topography to the lower side of the step edge. If close enough, the expansion follows the potential of the upper terrace (the potential of the step edge). Therefore, kinks in the potential profile appears at step edges although in reality an e.g. linear gradient of the potential exists. b, Imaging process by a double tip. aperture  
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Supplementary Note 1. Measurement of the Macroscopic Conductance of the Film
We follow the method also used by Jachinsky et al. 1 : Two contact tips probe the sample for different probe spacing d and the resistance R between the tips is measured. Thereby we assume that the probe contact is almost ideal and the film conductivity almost isotropic. The resistance as a function of the probe spacing R(d) differs for two cases, 2D (σ 2D ) and 3D (σ 3D ) conductivity 2 :
with r c as the average contact radius of the tips. R 2D is valid, if the conducting sheet is thinner than the probe spacing (2D transport). R 3D is valid, if the electron transport happens through the whole sample (3D transport) which in our case would also include the supporting silicon substrate. Note that R 3D becomes constant for d >> r c : R 3D = (π·σ 3D ·r c ) −1 = const. The comparison of both fits yields an estimation for the transport character (2D or 3D transport). In our experiment we varied the distance between the contact tips in the range from about 10 µm to 1000 µm while we observed the tip positions via a scanning electron microscope (see inset in Supplementary Figure 1 ). The results are shown in Supplementary Figure 1 including a 2D (red line) and 3D fit (blue intersected line).
Apparently, the 2D fit agrees a much better to the data. The 2D fit gives a value of σ = 1.8±0.1 mS and r c = 2.1±0.4 µm and the 3D fit σ = 280±30 mS cm −1 and r c = 12±1 µm, respectively. If we compare the 3D fit results to the bulk conductivity of the Si wafer (7.7 mS cm −1 ), the conductivity for the 3D fit yields a hundred times higher value than offered by the conductivity of the Si wafer. Also the fitting parameter of r c for the 3D case appears too large as compared to the estimated contact radius (Supplementary Figure 1) . Therefore, we can deduce that the electron transport happens (almost) exclusively within the Bi 2 Se 3 film. Since the film thickness d (ca. 14 nm) is much lower than the probe spacing (10−1000 µm), the fitting parameter σ 2D gives the conductance G of the film. However, the surface contribution if the Bi 2 Se 3 film is not be revealed.
Supplementary Note 2. Evaluation of the Local Current Density j in Multiprobe STP Measurements
In our STP measurements we use two contact tips to apply a transverse voltage V trans onto the surface, leading to a transverse current I trans . To evaluate the local current density j, we use a static model similar to Ji et al. 3 to describe the distribution of the electric field E on the surface. We assume that the conductance G of the film is homogeneous. The contact tips are modelled by two point charges with opposite parity and the same magnitude of +q and −q at (−a,0) and (a,0) on the surface (see Supplementary Figure 2a ). The 2D electric field of a point charge is according to the divergence theorem E  r/r². Thus, the resulting electric field is a superposition of both point charges: with E 0 = E(0,0). We assume that the transverse current flows through the surface without changing the electric field (quasistatic approximation). From Ohms law we know that j = G·E. The integral of equation (3) Thus, with the knowledge of the total transverse current I trans and the distance between both contact tips 2a we can calculate an estimated total current density j 0 for our STP measurements.
Supplementary Note 3. Imaging the Potential by STP -Principle and Simulation
In literature, the influence of the tip geometry on the topography in STM images is often neglected. However, a clear picture of the imaging process is necessary for the interpretation of STP measurements and especially for the identification of artefacts 4 . If the tunnelling tip is laterally approaching the step edge (see Supplementary   Figure 3a ) the point of tunnelling (shortest distance between the surface and the tunnelling tip) on the surface changes from the terrace to the upper kink of the step edge. Simultaneously, the point of tunnelling at the tip changes from the front end to the side (apex) of the tip. In close vicinity to the step edge and during scanning across the step edge, the step edge serves as one tunnelling point while the tip is moved upwards across the step edge. Thus, during scanning the step edges appear broadened in the acquired STM image. This broadening has the shape of half the tip apex (see Supplementary Figure 3a) . In other words: for the step edge position, the step edge serves as the "tunnelling tip" and "scans" the tip's apex. If we now assume a constant gradient of the potential along the scanned surface, a little kink in the potential would be recorded in the STP measurement while the step edge is imaged. At the position where the geometry of the tunnelling gap changes, the potential on the upper terrace determines the imaged potential, which appears then shifted away from its real position at the step edge towards the position of the STM tip. Thus, a sharp transition of the potential would occur, copying the value of the potential of the upper terrace to the left hand side. Finally, the junction geometry on the upper terrace away from the step edge reflects the same geometry as before approaching the step edge, recovering the gradient of the potential.
We simulated the imaging process for our data to interpret the fine structure found in our STP data. Therefore, we analysed the broadening of the step edges to deduce the shape of the tip apex. To model the imaging process, the tip is assumed with a sphere like geometry at the front end with a curvature radius R followed by a cone with an aperture α and a cone radius r as depicted in Supplementary Figure 3a . Accordingly, we had to shrink the lateral size of the measured topography and afterwards simulated the tip imaging process. By subsequently changing the parameters of the tip apex and the shrinking factor until the simulated image reflects the measured image, we can extract the original topography. From this fitting procedure, we can assume an apex radius r of 8 nm and an aperture of 140° and a curvature radius of 15 nm for our used STM tip.
With this tip, the influence on the potential is then simulated for the case of a constant gradient of the potential. Supplementary Figure 4a shows a comparison of the simulated potential (red) with the measured data (black) for a single tip imaging process. The simulated potential exhibits a small kink at the step position and recovers to the constant gradient soon after the step edge position. In contrast, the measured data (black) exhibits a drop in the potential at the step edge position and resides at a constant offset. Obviously, the measured voltage drop cannot be explained by the imaging process with the tunnelling tip.
Similarly, the potential for a double tip was also simulated (see Supplementary Figure 3b and 4b). Both apices of the double tip are set to the same parameters like the single tip. The lateral distance between the tips was chosen at 7.5 nm. Supplementary Figure 4b shows that in this case a broader kink at the step edge position is found whose extension reflects the lateral distance for the double tip. The corresponding measured data shows the drop of the potential with the constant offset. The evolving kink of the simulated potential reflects the difference of the potential corresponding to the distance of the double tip. If we again compare the measured and the simulated potential, we see that there exists a drop in the simulated data similar to the measured potential, but it does return to the constant gradient soon after. In contrast, the measured potential drop results in a constant offset.
In conclusion, for both possible tip artefacts we can exclude that the measured voltage drop in our data is caused by a single or double tip artefact. However, the exact shape of the transition of the potential at the step edge is not resolved.
Supplementary Note 4. Investigation of the Step Conductivity of a 1 QL Step
For the determination of the step conductivity of a 1 QL step edge, a stripe of the sample surface including a single quintuple step was analysed by STP (see Supplementary Figure 5a ). The step edge in the topographic image was adjusted into a vertical line and the excess end of the scan lines were cut away. The potential was adjusted according to the line shifting and cutting in the topography. The average of all adjusted lines in vertical direction increases the signal-to-noise ratio and allows a better analysis of the voltage drop.
Supplementary Figure 6 shows the corresponding profiles of the topography and of the fine structure of the potential from Figure 3a in the main manuscript. In contrast to the data shown in the manuscript, here the constant gradient was subtracted from the data. The step edge is recorded at different surface current densities and the increase of the corresponding voltage drop as a function of the surface current density is nicely shown (Supplementary Figure 6b ).
Supplementary Note 5. STP at a Bi 2 Se 3 Step Bunch
Supplementary Figure 7 shows the STP measurement at a step bunch of the Bi 2 Se 3 film. A voltage drop is also observed at the Bi 2 Se 3 step bunch. The image includes a change of the polarity of the transverse current at the middle of the image. Obviously, the voltage drop and the gradient changes its sign if the polarity is changed. This proves that the voltage drop is induced by the gradient of the potential. The voltage drop at a 3 QL step has a value of ΔV = 230±70 µV. The larger error is caused by the reduced quality of the fine structure signal in the data. The transverse current was set to 3.3 mA. From equation 1 in the main manuscript we assume a surface current density is j s = 80 mA cm −1 . This leads to a step conductivity of about 400 S cm −1 for a 3 QL step.
Supplementary Note 6. Additional Four Point Probe Measurements on a stepped Bi 2 Se 3 Surface
We prepared another Bi 2 Se 3 film on an equivalent Si(111) substrate (same wafer as for the other date with a miscut of 0.5° (single step density 3×10 5 cm −1 ) and a conductivity of 7.7 mS cm −1 ). The preparation was analogue compared to the first sample except the annealing procedure. Here, the sample was annealed to a higher temperature of 570 K. This procedure influences the occurrence of Bi 2 Se 3 step edges. Supplementary Figure 8a shows a large scale STM image of the Bi 2 Se 3 surface. The surface shows a regular step array. Since this regular step array is present over large portions of the Bi 2 Se 3 film area and induces an anisotropic step edge distribution also mesoscopic transport measurements can give access to the scattering at Bi 2 Se 3 step edges. The electric conductivity of the film was measured by a classical four point probe (4PP) measurement in linear geometry (see Supplementary Figure 9 ).
Four tips were arranged in a line (distance between the tips about 80 µm) and a current is applied through the outer tips and the corresponding voltage drop between the inner tips is measured. The I/V-slopes from the I-Vcurves were measured for a transverse current parallel and perpendicular to the direction of Bi 2 Se 3 step edges.
The I-V-measurements yield a I/V value of 31.5±0.2 mS for the parallel case and 34.8±0.2 mS for the perpendicular case (see Supplementary Figure 9c ).
The sheet resistance can be calculated from the I/V-slope by using the following equation:
Here, we obtain a sheet resistance of G parallel = 7.7±0.8 mS und G vertical = 7.0±0.7 mS. Thus, the surface conductivity seems to be anisotropic. However, one has to keep in mind that the linear 4PP yields the geometric mean (G || •G  ) 1/2 of the surface conductivity. 4 A correct information about the anisotropy of the film's conductivity cannot be given. To access the transport components in parallel (G || ) and perpendicular (G  ) to the direction of the Bi 2 Se 3 step edges, a 4PP measurement in a square geometry is used (see Supplementary Figure 10a ).
